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a b s t r a c t

Deoxyribonucleic acid, or DNA, is the most fundamental aspect of life but present day
scientific knowledgehasmerely scratched the surface of the problemposedby its decoding.
While experimental methods provide insightful clues, the adoption of analysis tools
supported by the formalism of mathematics will lead to a systematic and solid build-up
of knowledge. This paper studies human DNA from the perspective of system dynamics.
By associating entropy and the Fourier transform, several global properties of the code
are revealed. The fractional order characteristics emerge as a natural consequence of the
information content. These properties constitute a small piece of scientific knowledge that
will support further efforts towards the final aim of establishing a comprehensive theory
of the phenomena involved in life.

© 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Fractional calculus (FC) deals with the generalization of integrals and derivatives to a non-integer order. FC extends to
a wide field of applications by bringing into a broader paradigm concepts of physics, mathematics and engineering [1–13].
From this perspective, FC encompasses all areas of scientific knowledge and recent research has demonstrated the usefulness
of FC concepts in the study of a plethora of distinct dynamical phenomena.

Entropy was introduced in thermodynamics by Clausius (1862) and Boltzmann (1896). Later the concept was applied
by Shannon [14] and Jaynes [15] to information theory. During the last few years alternative entropy measures have been
proposed and have opened up novel directions for the adoption of this concept in complex system analysis [14–27].

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) encodes a huge amount of information responsible for the structure of each living being.
This chemical structure masters all aspects involved not only in the body development and functioning during the lifetime
of a given individual, but also the evolutionary process in the scope of the interaction of that species with the natural world.
The DNA code is, therefore, the most fundamental property of life, but present day human knowledge captures only small
glimpses of the formidable quantity of information. Understanding the code implemented by the DNA array is probably one
of the most important challenges of human science and, therefore, it is relevant to adopt methods of analysis supported by
the solid formalisms of mathematical tools.

With the advent of genome sequencing and genome databases, considerable information has become available for
computational processing, motivating research on understanding the information structure of DNA. The present paper
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Table 1
Size of the human chromosomes.

Chromosome File size with the ‘‘N ’’ (kBytes) File size without the ‘‘N ’’ (kBytes)

Hu1 254235 225281
Hu2 248063 238205
Hu3 201982 194797
Hu4 194977 187662
Hu5 184533 177695
Hu6 174537 167395
Hu7 162321 155354
Hu8 149291 142889
Hu9 144038 120143
Hu10 138245 131315
Hu11 137707 131130
Hu12 136529 130481
Hu13 117473 95589.9
Hu14 109497 88289.5
Hu15 104582 81694.8
Hu16 92161.9 78884.7
Hu17 82819.1 77795.2
Hu18 79638.8 74657.2
Hu19 60311.6 55809
Hu20 64286 59505.5
Hu21 49092.5 35106.6
Hu22 52330.7 34894.5
HuX 158376 151101
HuY 60561 25653.6

studies the deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) human code from the perspective of system dynamics [29–40]. A first approach to
the DNA decoding merely requires ‘‘static tools’’, such as statistics; nevertheless ‘‘dynamic tools’’ may prove to be powerful
allies in the scientific processing.

These ideas motivated the association of the mathematical concepts of FC, entropy and the Fourier transform for the
analysis of the DNA data involved in the human twenty three chromosome pairs, of which twenty four chromosomes are
distinct. The results reveal important properties, demonstrating the value of the proposed methodology, and motivating
further research with the tools of fractional dynamics. Therefore, the aim of this study is twofold, since it intends not
only to take advantage of the association of several tools usual in system dynamical analysis, but also to investigate the
characteristics of long range memory effects that are highlighted by FC.

Having these ideas inmind, this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the fundamental biological concepts and
themathematical tools, and formulates their application for the DNA sequence decoding. Section 3 analyzes the information
content of human chromosomes from the perspective of FC. Finally, Section 4 outlines the main conclusions.

2. Mathematical tools and DNA decoding

DNA is made up of two polymers connected by the bonding of hydrogen atoms, leading to a double-helix structure
[28,29]. Each polymer contains nucleotides that can be classified into three types: deoxyribose (a five-carbon sugar), a
phosphate group, and a nitrogenous base. There are four different nitrogenous bases: thymine, cytosine, adenine, and
guanine, denoted by the symbols {T , C, A,G}. Each type of base on one strand forms a bond with just one type of base
on the other strand. This arrangement is called ‘‘base pairing’’, with A and C bonding only to T and G, respectively. The four
bases are the foundation of the genetic code and instruct cells on how to synthesize enzymes and proteins. In a human
being each cell holds twenty three pairs of separate DNA–protein complexes (chromosomes), each containing, on average,
160 million nucleotide pairs. This massive amount of information has been being collected and decoded during the last few
years, as the result of a large collaborative effort amongmany individuals and at research institutions around the world, and
is freely available [31] for scientific research.

Due to the vast volume of information, a histogram-based measure was adopted. However, in general, histograms do
not capture dynamics. In order to overcome this limitation two approaches were considered, namely the construction
of histograms with n-tuple base sequences for bin counting and the adoption of a sliding window. In the first case the
algorithm counts sequences of length n composed of the four base symbols. The available chromosome data include
a fifth symbol, represented by ‘‘N ’’, which has no practical meaning for the DNA decoding. In fact, DNA researchers
consider that some parts of the DNA code contain information that is not relevant and marked it with the symbol
‘‘N ’’. The authors analyzed the effect of considering, or not considering, this fifth symbol and verified it to be of minor
importance. Therefore, this symbol was discarded during the histogram bin construction. We have different statistics
when considering length ranging from n = 1, representing merely a static counting of m = 41 states, up to n = 3,
representing the dynamics of a systemwithm = 43 (64) states. In otherwords, we define the bins [{A}, {C}, {G}, {T }], [{AA},
{AC}, . . . , {TC}, {TA}], and [{AAA}, {AAG}, . . . , {TAC}, {TAA}] for n = 1, n = 2 and n = 3, respectively. A partial overlapping
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Fig. 1. Entropy variation S(t) for human chromosome Hu1 when n = 1 and W = 104 .

Fig. 2. Amplitude of the Fourier spectrum |F {S(t)}| versus ω and the power law trendline approximation for human chromosome Hu1 when n = 1 and
W = 104 .

of n − 1 base sequences is considered, Therefore, for a DNA strand of length L and bins of length n, there result a total of
L − n + 1 counts. In the second case, for the bin counting, a sliding window of width W is adopted. When counting the
n-tuples, once the window has elapsed a new histogram is built and the corresponding statistical measure is evaluated.

Once the histograms are collected, the second step in our analysis consists in evaluating their characteristics. In this paper
we consider the Shannon entropy S defined by [14]

S = −

W−
i=1

pi ln (pi) (1)

where the window widthW is the number of possible events and pi is the probability that event i occurs, so
∑W

i=1 pi = 1.
We have a sequence of windows along the DNA strand and, therefore, a ‘‘signal’’ S(t) is generated, where t may be

interpreted as the ‘‘time’’ progress during each histogram construction. In general S(t) is noisy and difficult to analyze in
the ‘‘time domain’’. Therefore, the global dynamical characteristics of S(t) may only emerge on applying signal processing
tools [41]. In the present study we adopt the Fourier transform, defined as [42]

F {S(t)} =

∫
+∞

−∞

S(t)e−jωtdt (2)

where ω represents the angular frequency and j =
√

−1.
It should be noticed that we use the notions of ‘‘time’’ and ‘‘angular frequency’’ with units time and its inverse. This is

something of an abuse since t describes the progression along the DNA strand, but is it adopted with care in the absence of
a better term.

Another important aspect to discuss is that we are converting a message, with some unknown code, into a numerical
signal. All assumptions introduced a priori may ‘‘deform’’ the message. Therefore, the methodology adopted tries to be the
least invasive possible by adopting tools that capture, process and describe global characteristics.
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Fig. 3. Power law trendline parameters (a, b) for {Hu1, . . . , Hu22, HuX, HuY} when n = {1, 2, 3},W = 104 .

In synthesis, for the DNA human analysis we adopt (i) histograms for translating the DNA code by counting n-tuple base
sequences in windows of widthW , (ii) entropy for ‘‘signal’’ S(t) generation and (iii) the Fourier transform for signal analysis.
Pursuing this line of thought, in the next section we consider the human DNA and the chromosomes {Hu1, Hu2, . . . , HuX,
HuY}. The characteristics of these twenty four chromosomes, namely the file sizes with and without the ‘‘N ’’ symbol, are
depicted in Table 1.

3. Fourier and entropy analysis of human DNA

For each of the twenty four distinct human chromosomes the corresponding S(t) was calculated. These signals have
a strong variability, making their direct comparison in the time domain difficult. These characteristics are present in all
chromosomes and for different values of W and n. When we have calculated the Fourier transform, the spectrum reveals
that the characteristics are close to those encountered in fractional systems. For analyzing the dynamics, the power law
trendline |F {S(t)}| = aωb, a ∈ ℜ

+, b ∈ ℜ, was superimposed for each case, leading to an adequate fit of the numerical
data.

For example, Figs. 1 and 2 depict the signal S(t) and the corresponding Fourier amplitude |F {S(t)}| versus frequency ω,
with the corresponding trendline, for Hu1,when n = 1 andW = 104.We observe clearly signal–noise characteristics, a non-
integer value of b and fractional order behavior. In fact both curves reveal a considerable chattering, typical of noisy signals,
and a closer look at the plots shows that the ‘‘time’’ curve has a fractal-like behavior, as demonstrated by the ‘‘frequency’’
response, approximately given by |F {S(t)}| = 1.245ω−0.956, with a clear non-integer order slope.

Figs. 3 and 4 show power law trendline parameters (a, b) of {Hu1, . . . , Hu22, HuX, HuY} for n = {1, 2, 3},W = 104

and for n = 1,W = {102, 103, 104
}, respectively. Chromosomes X and Y are listed at the end with numbers 23 and 24.

It must be noted that W establishes a pseudo-time sampling and, therefore, a Nyquist frequency of ωW =
π
W . Therefore,

during the Fourier analysis and the trendline calculation the ‘‘frequency’’ bandwidth ω ∈ [ωmin, ωmax] was adjusted to
ωmin =


10−5, 10−4, 10−3


and ωmax =


10−2, 10−1, 100 for W = {102, 103, 104

}.
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Fig. 4. Power law trendline parameters (a, b) for {Hu1, . . . , Hu22, HuX, HuY} when n = 1,W = {102, 103, 104
}.

We verify that we get slightly different numerical values when adjusting n and W , but that the global fractional order
dynamics remains, revealing the long rangememory dependence of the DNA encoding. In practical terms, this result should
be expected due to two main signal characteristics, namely its fractal structure and its length. Both aspects were already
mentioned in relation to Fig. 1 and Table 1, but even so it is important to realize that the signal truncation, often adopted
when processing common signals, eliminates implicitly long range effects. In the present case, the analysis tool encompasses
a considerable history and, therefore, allows the emergence of fractional dynamics.

Another interesting aspect emerges from comparing the fractional order characteristics of the distinct chromosomes.
It should be noted that the chromosome numbering follows the naïf historical logic of simply following their size, with 1
for the largest and 22 for the smallest, with the two sexual chromosomes designated as X (the larger) and Y (the smaller).
It is easily noticeable that a clear pattern emerges, namely with smaller values for larger chromosome number, with the
parameter a following the same type of behavior as b. Chromosomes X and Y , listed at the end, have sizes between Chr7 and
Chr8, and Chr20 and Chr21, respectively, as can be seen in Table 1.

While parameter a is simply correlatedwith the chromosome size and the total volumeof information, b addresses amore
subtle aspect, namely the signal information content. Since the closer the value of b is to zero the larger the randomness of
S(t) is, we conclude that the size logic lies, in fact, beneath the logic of stronger information variation. By other words, the
larger the chromosome, the greater the scope for variation of the information content.

In conclusion, the combination of mathematical tools adopted has revealed fractional dynamics of the DNA code typical
of long range memory phenomena, and suggests the pursuance of this line of research for disclosing DNA information.

4. Conclusions

Chromosomes have a code based on a four-symbol alphabet that programs all aspects of life and evolution. Decoding
of DNA is taking its first steps and both experimental and mathematical research strategies constitute valid approaches for
extracting pieces of the puzzle presented by nature. This information can be analyzedwith tools usually adopted in the study
of dynamical systems. A quantitative analysismust avoid introducing assumptions thatmaydistort all subsequent numerical
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processing. The proposed methodology embedding histograms, entropy and the Fourier transform led to the emergence of
fractional dynamics and to a straightforward interpretation of the results. It is believed that theweak restrictions assumed in
the quantifying phase have a reduced impact upon the globalmessage dynamics. In otherwords, it is our understanding that
the measuring apparatus has a minor influence upon the measured phenomenon. The results reflect global characteristics
that should remain invariant under distinct methods. Therefore, other strategies of attacking the code, namely adopting
tools with a more detailed nature, can be explored, having in mind global properties that should be preserved.
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